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SNOBSTER GETS PATRIOTIC

ADMIRAL LIGHTNING’S
ACCURATE WORLD MAP
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A Letter from the
Editor

HAPPY FOURTH OF JULY, DICKHEADS!!!!!
That’s right, it’s Snobster’s favorite holiday, the Fourth of July. Why is this my
favorite holiday, you ask? Well, maybe because America is my favorite country, independence is my favorite word, and day is my favorite measurement
of time. Also, I freaking hate England, so the fact that we separated from
their tyranny makes this day even sweeter.
Another reason Fourth of July is tattooed on my ass and not Christmas is
because my family has been going to Lake Winnebago in Oshkosh, WI,
every year for the holiday since I was, like, eight years old. Being a poor kid
in Indiana, staying on a lake for four days was better than fucking Disney
World. It was even better than finding old heroin needles and dressing them
in kleenex dresses--also known as White Trash Barbie.
This year marked the sixteenth year my family has rendezvoused in Oshkosh
with our gracious hosts, Clark and Jill and they’re hot children, Pat and Kate.
I’m not sure why their family keeps inviting us back, but for one reason or
another, they seem to love us. Maybe it’s because I’m so adorable. I don’t
know. Or MAYBE it’s because they’re featured in this very SPECIAL edition
of Snobster.
Speaking of which, read on to learn about Discovery’s Shart Week, the
hottest new celeb couple, and American quotes you’ve never even heard of...
until now.
Obesely,
~anna~
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FreEagles Forever: America’s Team
The Summer Yard Olympics got a little
more patriotic this year, thanks to the
addition of America’s favorite team,
The FreEagles. Forged from the metal
cauldron’s at George Washington’s Valley
Forge, crafted by Paul Revere’s blacksmith,
trained on the grounds of Gettysburg, and
clothed by the stitching of Betsy Ross,
FreEagles are an embodiment of everything
America is, has been, and ever will be.

physical attributes.

Representing The FreEagles’ legacy this year are
Anna Turner and Alice Bchtl, two young women that
have been in FreEagle Training since the age of 5.
“I remember when the FreEagle came into my room
and swooped me out
of my bed,” Bchtl recalls of the fateful night
she was chosen. “I heard
my parents screaming in
horror, but being kidnapped by
an American Flag eagle is the best
thing that’s ever happened to me.”

The FreEagles, Turner (front)
and Bchtl.

Turner was brought to the FreEagle
Training grounds at the same time, and
the two were paired up based on an
advanced algorithm of cornbag tossing
arcs, drinking in a genuflect position,
the body’s center of gravity in response
to a bocce ball, and other important

Eating only eagle eggs, American
catfish, and original copies of the
Declaration of Independence, FreEagle Scouts, as they’re called in-training,
are put through rigorous obstacles to
achieve peak Yard Olympic condition.
Turner and Bchtl are not at liberty to discuss
the details of FreEagle Scout training, as it is
an extremely clandestine government operation.
“All I can say about training is that it really makes
you understand what it means to be an American,”
Turner said. When asked what being an American
means to her, Turner answered, “Destroy China.”
The FreEagles are the top-rated team entering this year’s
Yard Olympics, where they will complete in Rodeo Golf
(Testicle Toss), Cornhole, Jenga, and Bocce. Both FreEagle
competitors have proved flawless in training, but they are aware
that the field of competition is completely different than practice.
“Nothing can prepare you for Yard Olympics,” Bchtl says. “Sure, I can
blow up a small town from three miles away with a single bullet, but that’s
babytown frolics compared to what we’re in for.”
The FreEagles will be competing against five other (weak-ass) teams from
around the world. These teams include Damn It Lil, Betchez, 3 Sheets To
The Wind, Badass Boilers, and Far From Pukin’. Though they are favored
to pull a clean sweep, the FreEagles will keep their minds open and ready
for any outcome.

Clark’s All American Ice Cream
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Special Flavors for Independence Day:
Rocky Roe V. Wade
The Denver Mint Chocolate Chip
Summer Shandy

discovery announces
shart week
Discovery Channel is proud to announce its first annual Shart Week—
seven days of nothing but shart-related programming so intense that it
practically guarantees a stain in your
underwear.

anus, the shart is still a mystery
to most medical professionals.
Anatomy of a Shart delves into
the unanswered and unexplored
science behind this bizarre bodily function.

After the success of Shark Week’s
25-year run, Discovery wants to give
its viewers a run of another kind. The
seven-day television event will feature
a brand-new shart show every evening.

Shart Week: Restless Fury
Rumbling rectums and angry
anuses take the spotlight in Shart
Week: Restless Fury. Dramatic
reenactments of real life shart
horror illustrate what can happen when the Call of the Shart
goes unanswered. Eyewitness
accounts and police records help
to recreate the 48 hours leading
up to shartageddon for five individuals.

Shart Week’s celebrity host, Maggie
Gyllenhaal, is ecstatic to have been
selected as what is already being
called TV’s biggest event. “I can’t
think of a more perfect person to
host Shart week,” Gyllenhaal said at a
recent press conference. “Not only do
I look like a shart, but I also shart my
pants at least twice a day--at least.”
In collaboration with Gurney Productions, a
company used to shit programming (see Duck
Dynasty), Discovery is elated to release it’s original line-up for Shart Week 2013:

intrigue, and drama. The hour-long special aims
to answer, who sharted blood in the toilet? And
the culprit is someone you never would have
guessed.

The Summer of the Shart
Mary is a summer intern at the city’s hottest
marketing firm. Having just turned 21, Mary is
making the most of the old adage “work hard,
play hard.” But this comes back to bite her in
the ass—literally. After a hard night of summer
partying, Mary reports to the morning meeting
and discovers her little SBD isn’t so silent, but
sure is deadly.

Shart After Dark
What happens when you shart in the middle
of the night? Shart After Dark takes us on the
journey of those who suffer with S.H.A.R.T, or
Somatic Hindrance of Anal Reaction Tendency. S.H.A.R.T. is a disease marked by regular
sharting while asleep, and is experienced by 1 in
every 3,500 adults. Learn the symptoms of this
disorder, and what you can do if you think you
yourself are a S.H.A.R.T.er.

Blood In The Toilet Water
An average suburban household is plagued
by bloody toilet water. This tale of a classic
who-done-it puts the five family members in a
finger-pointing, blame-laying web of mystery,

Anatomy of A Shart
Scientists take us inside the shart, and what
constitutes its unique biological makeup. From
the moment food is ingested all the way to
when it is unintentionally rocketed out of the

Shart Shooters
Meet the men and women who
have turned the discomfort of
sharting into a discom-SPORT.
That’s right, the S.H.I.T., or Sharting Heroes of
International Territories, are pushing to make
Shart Shooting an Olympic sport. Follow their
quest as they demonstrate the skill, aim, and
technique required to master the art of Shart
Shooting.
African Shart Safari
While on a trip to the wild plains of Africa,
a group of European tourists find that a lion
attack is the least of their worries. It seems the
cuisine of Botswana is not agreeing with their
weak European stomachs, and this disagreement makes itself known while the group takes
a safari trip through Duba’s wildlife. What will
these tourists do in the face of an African Shart
Safari?
Shart Week begins August 11, at 9 p.m., on
Discovery Channel.
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move over benifer, claAron is here
Wedding Bells are in the future
for Claire Turner and Aaron
Neighbors, the Little Couple That
Could…Not Do This Sober.
Neighbors, in fact, doesn’t even
remember proposing to Claire,
whom he did not know until just
a week prior to the big announcement. “Why does everyone on
Facebook think I’m engaged?”
Neighbors said when asked about
the proposal.
Turner, meanwhile, is not as excited as most young women in her
position would be. To the public’s collective surprise, Turner is
extremely laissez-faire about the
news, reportedly saying, “I got
engaged again? Fuck. I need to stop
doing that!”
The lovebirds are struggling to
celebrate the happy news amidst
scandalous rumors that Neighbors’
former lover, Sabby Lorfeld, was
under the impression Neighbors was still her boyfriend. Of the engagement, Lorfeld said, “Where’s Dave?”

At present, neither Neighbors nor
Turner are actively spreading the
wedding news. Experts say this is
probably because Turner is hungover,
and Neighbors is too busy being iced.
Nevertheless, the media is eating
it up, thrilled to have a new couple
whose names easily merge into one
colloquialism the world will have
stuck in their heads. “Claaron,” the
couple’s designated moniker, is already trending on twitter, and YouTube’s DogLover has dedicated her
lip-sync of Robin Thicke’s “Blurred
Lines” to the lovebirds.
According to Indianapolis and
Bloomington, Ind., police reports,
Turner has had seven anulled marriages in the past four years. it seems
Neighbors is unhindered by these
numbers, as he is still planning on
marrying Turner next fall.
“No, I’m not planning on marrying...what’s her name? Who is this?”
Neighbors said when asked about Turner’s past engagements. He seems
thrilled, says sources close to the couple.

Great, Another Year of Driving These Assholes Around in A Boat
An essay by Pat Flisch
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Most Americans look forward to the Fourth of
July--and why not? It’s our Independence Day, for
God’s sake! Fireworks, beer, grillin’ out, catching
some sun, playing Cornhole. It should be loads of
fun, right?
Fun for everyone else, maybe, but not this guy.
No, I’m the moron that has to drive all the
fun-having assholes around in a boat.
Can we go to the island, Pat? Pat, take us to Harbor Bar. Pat, is the boat all gassed up?
Jesus Christ, people, drive your own boat! Can’t
you see I’m BUSY? I mean, it’s not like driving
a boat is hard. Seriously, I was doing it when I
was 8 years old. EIGHT YEARS OLD. Granted,
8-year-old Pat is smarter than all of these idiots
put together. I mean, they can hardly navigate
a jetski, why would they know what to do on a

boat?
So, because these freaking tardbots can’t handle
a basic speedboat, my beer-drinking and suntanning is interrupted every five seconds with some
sphincter asking me if I want to go to the Yacht
Club, or is the water too choppy to take the boat
out?
So, in answer to that, yes, the water is too choppy. It is always too choppy. And 12 people is too
many people--for the last time, the limit is 9.
Harbor Bar is a 30 minute trip there, 30 minutes
back. Life vests are under that wooden door. The
anchor is stowed beneath that front seat. No, I
don’t want to make out with you, and yes, I wll
have a beer.
God.
Damn.

Life Is Hard Twerk: The
white girl’s guide to
twerking
Oh, hey white girl. I see you aren’t getting
your freak on. Which is strange, because
we’re at a club very similar to the one in
“Save the Last Dance.” And that awkward
white girl drinking-by-myself-in-a-corner
move is familiar to me, although you would
never know it looking at my fine booty
twerking.
But believe it or not, I was once a skinny
little white girl with all her bobby pins still
in her hurrrrr. Yeah, that’s right. That was
me. And now, thanks to my good friend
Shaun T.
and a
six-month stay in
county jail, I
am the biggest freak
on the
floor.
Do you
often find
yourself asking,
how can I isolate
my ass movements? Why are
white girls bad
dancers? Why
am I not more
black? I asked
those questions,
too. But not
anymore—
and thanks
to my
self-help
guide,
“Life is
Hard
Twerk,”
you don’t
have to
ask those
questions,
either.
“Life is Hard

Twerk” is my autobiography, as well as my
life’s mission statement. In collaboration
with Shaun T. and my cell-mate Titty $crilla, I was able to create a work-out regimen
to perfect your twerk and, in doing so,
making your ego as big and round as dat
ass.
The key to “Life is Hard Twerk” are my four
Booty Pillars:
1. A white ass can still be a tight
ass
2. If there’s a wall and a ground
then turn yo shit upside down and
twerk, twerk, twerk
3. OH DAAAMMMMNNNNNNNN
4. If yo back ain’t hurtin, you ain’t
twerkin

If you can live your life according to the
Booty Pillars, then you are well on your
way to owning the dance floor.
Another thing I stress in “Life is Hard
Twerk” is going from “ratchet ass” to “back
dat ass UP.” First, you need the right weave.
You know what I mean. None of that WalMart shit. I’m talking about the kind you
buy in Atlanta. Then you mix some craft
glitter with vaseline and smear that shit
all up in your face. Finally, you buy some
cheap, see-through leggings, cut that shit
in half, and wear one of the legs as a tube
dress.
Boom. You are ready to Twerk.
If you want to know more of my secrets,
buy my DVD set or audiobook, “Life Is
Hard Twerk.” There are no books of “Life Is
Hard Twerk” because reading is not part of
the twerk lifestyle, you know?
Lil Twerker and Shaun T. will be signing
autographs and taking pictures at Washington Square Mall this coming weekend. Titty
$crilla will not be present due to a recent
parole violation.

The Greatest American
Quotes You Never Knew
“If I were born in Europe, I would have
killed myself.”
-F.D.R.
“Forget a wall--we should just blow Mexico
up like we did to that Asian country.”
-Tammy from Work
“If I were a white man, I probably wouldn’t
care this much about freedom.”
-Frederick Douglas
“America is all about liberation--liberation
of other countries that have more oil than
us.”
-George W. Bush
“An America without guns is like Jesus
without guns.”
-Mitt Romney
“I wish I had joined an a-capella group in
college.”
-Benjamin Franklin
“The only time gay marriage is OK is if
it’s me marrying George Washington...or
Thomas Jefferson...or really if it’s me marrying any another totally straight, totally
American dude.”
-Toby Keith
“All right, you caught me. I’m a terrorist.”
-Barack Obama
“Red assholes, white women, and blue
balls. That’s what the colors stand for.”
-Betsy Ross
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MARCH MADNESS
AMERIBRACKET:
Who do you think will be the champion?
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Abraham
Lincoln

Beaver
Cleaver

Aunt
Jemima

Uncle Sam

George
Washington

Harriet
Tubman

Little Orphan
Annie

Ron Swanson

Rosie The
Riveter

Francis
Scott Key

MLK JR

Meg Ryan

F.D.R.

Bob the
Builder

Oprah

Cartman

